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Introduction
Hi everyone. My name is Ryan Landin. I’ve been a member of the Axe Junkie
community for a little over two years. Along with the collection and restoration of axes
and hatchets, I’ve found I have an avid curiosity for the history behind these wonderful
tools. Plumb axes seem to be a lot of what I find here in Ohio, so it has slowly become
my collecting brand of choice. As I’ve found these Plumb axes, I’ve naturally gotten
curious to how old some of them are. Among my collection are a few BSA axes of which
I am quite fond. Many people have posted on the AJ page wondering what years their
particular BSA axes were produced. Historically, our answers have been pretty vague
with dates spanning multiple decades. I decided I would do some research and see if I
could help us all answer these questions with a little more specificity.
I began researching for this paper more than a year ago. It was a slow process. I
scoured every inch of the internet looking for any information I could find on Plumb and
it’s correlation to the Boy Scouts of America. At first it seemed there was very little
information to draw from, but every time I turned over a stone, another clue was
uncovered.
Most of the items I used to draw information are old ads, catalogs, journals,
magazines, and books. These can be great sources for determining what year a certain
pattern began being manufactured, but not so good for concluding what year that
pattern stopped being produced. A hardware store could advertise a certain pattern
years after production ceased due to having old stock left over to sell. The way I
determined the date range for each pattern of BSA axe was as such: the first year
correlates with the first year a pattern became available to consumers. The second or
ending date for a certain pattern correlates with the first year the next pattern began
being produced. For example, Plumb started making the third pattern of BSA axe in
1922. They then redesigned the axe in 1929 and released the new version to
consumers. I’m sure there was plenty of stock left over from the older pattern in
hardwares and catalogs, but the older pattern would get a date range of 1922-1928.
There are a variety of other factors I used to date these axes, but for the most part this
concept holds true throughout this paper. In each description I try to explain as best I
can why I believe these dates to be true. I hope you get as much enjoyment out of this
paper as you do practical use.
*As a disclaimer, I am not saying these dates are 100% accurate. I believe they
are very close to the actual manufacturing dates, but it is possible some of them could
be wrong. If you have proof of inaccuracies or missing information in this paper, please
let me know. I will correct it as such. This paper is for all of our benefit. This paper being
right is more important than me being right.*
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Quick Facts
❖ There are at least a total of 25 different Plumb BSA axe heads*
Scout Axe
❖ 10 different patterns of the Scout Axe
➢ 13 different patterns including the different variations
■ Pattern #3 has 2 variations
■ Pattern #4 has 2 variations
■ Pattern #7 has 2 variations
Super Scout
❖ 2 different patterns of the Super Scout axe
Official Felling Axe
❖ At least 4 different patterns of the Official Felling Axe
➢ Pattern #3 had 2 variations
Explorer
❖ 3 different patterns of the Explorer axe
Voyageur
❖ 1 pattern of the Voyageur
TomaScout
❖ 1 pattern of the TomaScout
* These are just the heads. All 25 are in the Quick Reference Guide. If you found every axe in this paper
in its original off-the-shelf condition with handle and original labels, there would be at least 34 different
variations.
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Scout Axe            

Scout Axe #1

1911 - 1912
The Boy Scouts of America (BSA) were founded in 1910. Plumb teamed up with
BSA in 1911 to make the first Official American Boy Scout’s Axe. The picture below is
out of the 1911 Boy Scouts Handbook. It appeared in the 1912 handbook as well. As
you can see it does not have a nail slot. This appears to be Plumb’s hunter axe
re-branded into the Scout Axe. Note the squared edges of the poll similar to a Dayton
pattern full sized single bit. The head has the typical Plumb Anchor stamp on the cheek
with the word Plumb in cursive and the anchor underneath. The Boy Scout’s
Fleur-De-Lis is stamped on the backside cheek of the hatchet. This hatchet also had
two paper labels, one by the poll and one on the handle. The one on the head is the
same Plumb Anchor logo. The sticker on the handle has the BSA Fleur-De-Lis and the
words “Scouts Axe.” Other notable features: belt sheath, one piece steel, and forest
colored hickory handle. Judging by the picture forest may be a natural hickory
(brownish) color. It may have also been green judging by later models.
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1913-1921               

Scout Axe #2

In 1913, Plumb came out with a new and improved design for the BSA Scout
Axe. The biggest change was the addition of a nail slot for drawing nails while in camp.
It’s possible this is the first time a common hunter’s hatchet had a nail slot added to it,
creating the classic scout/belt/camp hatchet we have known for many years. Again, this
is speculation, but I have yet to find evidence of a hunter’s hatchet with a nail slot before
1913. The handle possibly changed colors in 1913 as well. They changed the
advertisement to “missionized” finish instead of the “forest” finish of 1911. This meant
the handles were now green. In the third photo it says “14 inch Green Mission Finish.” I
have seen a colored photo confirming the green handles. The paper labels on the head
and handle stayed the same. The Fleur-De-Lis was again stamped on the backside
cheek. These ads ran in Boy’s Life Magazine and other catalogs from 1913 all the way
up until 1921. Weight of head, 1 ¼ lb.
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1922-1928        

Scout Axe #3 with 1 variation

In 1922, Plumb began using the classic PLUMB inside the box logo on the Scout
Axes. The letters “U.S.A.” were also stamped just under the Plumb logo. The head
retained the square poll. I have found two different iterations of this model of the Scout
Axe. The first has the Fleur-De-Lis on the rear side. The second has the Fleur-De-Lis
just above the Plumb logo. Both version have a new paper label on the head. The label
has the Fleur-De-Lis in the center with Boy Scouts of America and Made by Plumb
around the outer edges. The label on the handle changed as well with two different
variations. The first is very similar to the 1913 handle label. It has the Plumb Anchor
logo instead of the Fleur-De-Lis. It still read “Scout’s Axe.” The second label has
Plumb’s advertisement for their take-up-wedge. It has a picture of the wedge and the
classic Plumb logo. This is the first Plumb Scout Axe to use Plumb’s patented
Take-Up-Wedge (Screw Wedge).This is also the first year Plumb began pushing hard
for the advertisement of the black head with the red handle to set themselves apart from
the competition. Plumb began advertising a cheaper canvas infantry sheath option
alongside the leather sheath as well. Weight of head= 1 ¼ lb. Total weight= 1 lb. 9 oz.
Each of these photos is slightly different. Note the labels and stamps.
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1929-1937        

Scout Axe #4 with 1 variation

In 1929, Plumb changed the design once again with subtle changes to the
location of the emblem and logo, as well as changing the handle design. The Plumb
logo was moved back by the poll while the Fleur-De-Lis was stamped on the same side
just above the nail slot. The square poll was maintained once again. Two different
variations of handles were used during these years. The first and earliest is shown in
the first picture. It ran from 1929 to around 1934. It has the word “Plumb USA” in the
center with “Selected Hickory” to the left and right. It was advertised as being a red
handle with gold lettering. The second handle had the words “Official Scout Axe” along
the side. It ran from 1934 to 1937. This is the first handle to use the words “Official
Scout Axe” stamped into it. The use of the screw wedge was continued throughout
these years. There was one alternate variation of this model. Some axes from this year
had “U.S.A.” stamped just under the word Plumb by the poll. The Fleur-De-Lis remained
on the front cheek.
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1936-1937               

Scout Axe #5

In 1936, Plumb made some changes to the Scout Axe, but for some reason they
didn’t push advertisement for this specific design. It did not appear in Boy’s Life or
Scouting magazine. This was the first time Plumb dismissed the small Fleur-De-Lis
stamp and began using the larger BSA logo on the Scout Axe. See pictures below. It
was first used on the smaller Plumb Voyageur in 1933. The BSA logo was found near
the poll of the hatchet. It’s possible this was just a trial to see what kind of response they
got from consumers. Important side note, the square poll was retained in this model.
Next to the nail slot were the words “Guaranteed Plumb.” The advertisement you see
below is out of the 1936 Joseph Woodwell Fall and Holiday catalog. In the picture you
cannot legibly make out the words “Guaranteed Plumb,” but note the handle. The
handle is what I believe is the same handle from the 29’-37’ model with “Official Scout
Axe” stamped on the side and the squared end knob. Also note the square poll in the
advertisement. These findings all held true when I found multiple pictures of this model
Scout Axe online. See the picture below. It’s hard to see but the axe in the picture reads
“Guaranteed Plumb” and you can see the faint word “Official” on the handle.
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1938-1940               

Scout Axe #6

In 1938, Plumb decided to do a remodel of the Scout Axe again after only two
years since the last change. This time Plumb ditched the square poll for a smoother
rounded poll similar to a Michigan pattern. The large BSA stamp remained near the poll
as did “Guaranteed Plumb” on the cheek. The handle got a drastic make over. The
words “Official Scout Axe” were kept on the side of the handle, but the font was
changed to be a little more fancy. They added paint as well: a red painted knob with a
green line between the red stain and the red paint. As you can see in the ad, the knob
was painted red but the shape changed as well. This was the first year Plumb went to
the rounded end knob. The head was black as usual with gold paint filling the stamps.
The take-up wedge was still used in this model. A leather sheath was offered as usual.





-1938 Hardware Age   
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1941-1950        

Scout Axe #7 with 1 variation

In 1941, Plumb made a small change to the Scout Axe. They changed the word
“Guaranteed” to “Genuine”. So now the cheek read “Genuine Plumb” instead of
“Guaranteed Plumb”. Everything else stayed pretty much the same. At some point
during this model, the BSA emblem changed slightly. The jagged line around the circle
was removed leaving a smooth circle only. I believe this change was short lived due to
the small number I have found online. Picture of the uncommon emblem below. Plumb
continued to use the patented take-up wedge in this model until 1942 when they
decided to ditch the screw wedge and just use a wooden wedge. This was right in the
middle of WWII which might have played a role in this decision. A sheath was still
offered.
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1950-1955               

Scout Axe #8

In 1950, the Plumb Scout Axe took on its biggest transformation since its debut in
1911. Plumb decided to bring its new National Pattern head to the Scout Axe. The
national pattern design consisted of a poll with beveled corners similar to a rafting
pattern and a slightly wider bit with a pronounced downward sweep from the shoulder to
the heel similar to a Hudson Bay pattern. The nail slot was dropped. This hatchet did
NOT have permabond or a screw wedge. The head came with a paper label on the
cheek that read, “Official Scout Axe by Plumb.” The head also had a stamp reading
“Genuine Plumb.” The original Fleur-De-Lis by itself made its comeback after missing
for 15 years. It was stamped on the backside of the head on the cheek. The head was
painted black as shown in the picture with the bit being polished. The handle remained
red as well with the words “Official Scout Axe” on the side. The end knob went back to
being squared off compared to the rounded end found in the last model. The green and
red paint was removed as well.
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1956-1961       

Scout Axe #8 with Permabond

In 1956, Plumb made one major change to the Scout Axe. They used permabond
to attach the handle to the head. Permabond was a red polymer substance that filled
the eye where the handle usually protruded through. It was basically red plastic. The
advertisement read, “Permabond reduces absorption- minimizes swell and shrink of
wood which loosens handle,” and, “Permabond eliminates mechanical wedges which
split and weaken handles.” The only other addition was a thick card stock paper
advertisement wrapped around the bit telling all the benefits of permabond.
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1962-1972               

Scout Axe #9

In 1962, Plumb made another drastic change to the head of the Scout Axe. The
head was modified to be similar to the national pattern but without the bevels on the
poll. The stamp continued as the Fleur-De-Lis, but this time it was larger. It was found
on the opposite side of the paper label with the word “Plumb” underneath. The words
“Be Prepared” were removed from the Fleur-De-Lis. The paint on the head was
changed to a straight line rather than the angled lines of the last model. The paper label
read “Official Scout Axe Made by Plumb” as seen in the picture. Permabond was again
used to secure the handle. The words “Official Scout Axe” were removed from the
handle. This model also came with the permabond advertisement wrapped around the
bit. The last advertisement I found for this model was in 1972. Plumb was acquired by
the Ames Co. in 1971, so it's feasible that production stopped in 1971 or 1972. But it's
also possible it continued for a few more years.
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1981-1989               

Scout Axe #10

In 1981, the Plumb portion of the Ames Co. was bought out by Cooper Tools.
Sometime after 1981, Cooper Tools made another Plumb Scout Axe. I have only seen a
few pictures of this hatchet and I don't have much information other than what I can see
in the pics. It has the classic red handle with a black head. It appears to have the BSA
logo painted in gold onto the side of the head with the word Plumb above and the
number 1274 below. It has the word Plumb on the handle with Permabond below that. It
also has Cooper Tools painted on the handle.
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Plumb Voyageur
1933-1938

In 1933, Plumb released the Plumb Voyageur hatchet. It was reportedly designed
by a famous scout who modeled the pattern after the hatchets used by fur trading
voyageurs of years past. As you can see in the advertisement, the head lacks a nail
slot. This is most likely due to the head being relatively small at only 16 ounces with a 2
1/2” cutting edge. The handle was only 11” long with the words “Official Voyageur Axe”
stamped along the side. This was the first year Plumb changed the BSA logo to the
larger logo with the Fleur-De-Lis in the center with the words “Boy Scouts of America”
around the outside ring. The very outside ring is jagged similar to sun rays. The
patented screw wedge was again used in this hatchet. A leather sheath was offered as
well.
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Kit Karson Kit
1938-1942

In 1938, Plumb also decided to team up with the Remington Arms Co. knife
division to make the Official “Kit Karson” Kit. The kit was comprised of a Plumb Scout
Axe, a Remington sheath knife, and a leather belt sheath that held both the hatchet and
the knife all in one. All three items were stamped with the BSA logo. The kit came
packaged in a convenient box labeled “Kit Karson Kit Plumb Official Scout Axe The
Remington Official Sheath Knife”. The name of the kit is somewhat of a misnomer. The
man the kit is named after actually spelled his name Kit Carson. He was a mountain
man, frontiersman, guide, and United Stated Army officer. He died in 1868 at the age of
58. Sorry, I could not find a photo of this kit with this design on the box.
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1943-1950               

Kit Karson Kit

Around 1943, the Kit Karson Kit changed to a slightly different box. The new box
made no mention of the Remington sheath knife. It now just read, “Official Scout Axe
and Official Sheath Knife.” This is most likely due to Remington discontinuing their knife
manufacturing in 1940. Multiple companies were making sheath knives for the scouts
between ‘43 and ‘48, including Ka-Bar and Marbles. These knives could have possibly
been part of the Kit Karson Kit during these years. Information is limited here. Around
1948, Western Cutlery began making sheath knives for the scouts. These knives were
found in the Kit Karson Kit for many years to come. The axe and sheath remained the
same.
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1950-1961               

Kit Karson Kit

When Plumb changed to the National pattern in 1950, they continued the Kit
Karson combo kit. The contents were the same as before: the new Plumb Scout Axe, a
sheath knife, and a combo sheath that held both. The knife in this kit was made by
Western. In 1956 they did change to the permabonded axe. This box had a different
shape as well. Note the diagonal barrier that goes from corner to corner separating the
axe from the knife and sheath. The older boxes did not have this barrier.
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1962-1972               

Kit Karson Kit

When the Scout Axe took on a change in 1962, the Kit Karson Kit did as well
using the new axe. A combination sheath with a knife still made up the kit. The box
remained the same. 1972 was the last year I found evidence of the Kit Karson Kit.
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TomaScout
1941-1942
In 1941, Plumb decided to try their hand at full tang steel handled hatchets. The
result was the Plumb TomaScout. The reason for the new design is up for speculation,
but I’m guessing they were attempting to compete with Bridgeport, Estwing, and
Vaughan and Bushnell for the “unbreakable” steel hatchet market. Plumb’s design was
slightly different from the other companies in that their metal handle had a “leaf spring”
in the center of the handle, which meant it was supposed to have a little more flex and
absorb the shock better than the other steel hatchets. The handle had two wood handle
scales pinned to each side similar to the Bridgeport. This new “leaf spring” design might
have ended up being more of a flaw than a benefit, seeing as the TomaScout only
lasted a few short years. The hatchet had a hammer poll and the bit side had an
interestingly similar shape to the national pattern with it’s Hudson Bay like sweep down
to the heel. The round sticker on the cheek read “Plumb TomaScout.” The sheath had
the BSA logo stamped on the side of it. The last advertising evidence I found of this
hatchet was in 1942. The advertisement below was out of a 1941 Boy’s Life magazine.
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Super Scout          

Super Scout #1

1948

The 1940’s was a busy decade for Plumb Manufacturing. They introduced
possibly their most popular Scout Axe to date, they built a brand new TomaScout axe,
and the first half of the decade was spent producing tools for the war while still trying to
meet civilian demands. And to top it all off, they introduced a brand new axe pattern
onto the scene: the National Axe. The national pattern design consisted of a slightly
shorter poll with beveled corners similar to a rafting pattern and a slightly wider bit with a
pronounced downward sweep from the shoulder to the heel similar to a Hudson Bay
pattern. Notably, there was no nail slot in the national pattern. In 1948, Plumb decided
to bring their national pattern to the Boy Scout troops. They did this by introducing the
first version of the Super Scout, a 1 ¾ lb. national pattern head with a 16” handle. The
word Plumb was inside a box as usual on the cheek. The Fleur-De-Lis was on the
backside cheek. Toward the poll was an oval paper label that read “The Super Scout by
Plumb.” The label also had the large BSA symbol on it. In one version, the head was
painted black with lines at acute angles from the heel and toe. The other was painted
black with the paint following the edge a half inch or so back. Both bits were polished.
The handle was stained red with the last 5 or so inches being painted black. The very
end of the knob was painted gold which faded into the black. The side of this handle
read “Tested Plumb Hickory U.S.A.” in gold.
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1949-1955         

Super Scout #1 24” Handle

In 1949, Plumb made a small change to the Super Scout. They lengthened the
handle to 24-25 inches. Some ads say 24”, others say 25”. Regardless, the head stayed
the same weight while they made the handle longer. They also changed the look of the
handle slightly. They got rid of the black and gold end knob and went back to the
stained red handle now with the words “Super Scout Axe” in gold lettering. There is
some discrepancy here. It appears that Plumb used both types of handles during this
time, a 25 inch version of the older handle with the black and gold end knob as well as
the one without. Also, the Plumb logo seems to have been on the cheek on some heads
and right near the poll on others. I believe most logos on the cheek read “Genuine
Plumb” while the ones by the poll just read “Plumb.” So the takeaway is, the handle was
lengthened from 16” to 24”, but the head stayed the same shape and weight, 1 ¾ lb.
Notice how the black paint runs parallel to the edge instead of angling back toward the
poll. This ad from March 1949.
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1956-1961       

Super Scout #1 with Permabond

In 1956, the Super Scout took on the permabonded handle just like the Scout
Axe did. Everything else stayed relatively the same. There is some small evidence of
the handle with the black and gold end knob during these years, but I believe it was
phased out in the end.
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1962-1972              

Super Scout #2

In 1962, the Super Scout took on its first major change. As you saw in the 1962
version of the Scout Axe, Plumb ditched the beveled poll for one with a square poll
similar to a dayton pattern. They decided to do the same thing to the Super Scout.
Other than the paper labels, this model did not have a BSA stamp into the steel. Plumb
inside a square was the only stamp on the backside cheek. As you can see in the
pictures, the paper label changed at some point in these years to match the one found
on the Scout Axe. You can see the definite lack of a beveled poll in both pictures.
Information during these years was limited. The head was still advertised as being 1 ¾
lb. The other change made was to the handle. It was lengthened from 24” to 26 ½”. This
is the last evidence I have of the Plumb Super Scout.
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Explorer             

Felling Axe #1

Official Felling Axe
~1916 - ~1929
The Scout’s Explorer Axe actually started out as the Plumb Camper’s Felling
Axe. I found advertisements in Scouting Magazine from 1916-1929. The axe was a 3 ½
lb. single bit on a 34” handle. The axe was a part of Plumb’s Anchor line. The paper
label near the poll is hard to decipher. You can make out the Anchor in the middle. It’s
possible it is very close to the Plumb Dreadnaught label from a 1922 ad found below.
It’s unknown whether this axe had a Fleur-De-Lis or any other boy scout mark on it. I
would love to say it does, but I have found no images of a head like this with a BSA
logo. Note the product number used to label this axe, No. 1272. These dates,
1916-1929, are general dates. This axe may have started prior to 1916 and may have
been produced later than 1929.
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1930’s                

Felling Axe #2

Sometime in the 1930’s, Plumb changed their felling axe name by removing
“Camper’s” and adding “Official” to the title. The size of the axe changed as well. They
moved to a smaller boys axe size with a 2 ¼ lb. head on a 28” handle. The paper label
on the head changed as well. This dreadnaught label from a 1930 ad below is very
close and possibly identical to the one found on the felling axe. These top two ads are
from 1936 and 1937 respectively. It is still not known if any BSA marks were found on
this axe. The handle had a paper label on it. It’s hard to be certain with the small image,
but I believe the label on the handle is the take-up wedge label found on most plumb
axes during the 1930’s.
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1940’s          

Felling Axe #3 with 1 variation

In 1948, Plumb advertised a new Official Felling Axe. I only found one ad, but I’m
assuming the range is early to late 1940’s. This version did have a Fleur-De-Lis on the
front cheek just above the PLUMB logo. The paper label is unclear in this picture. I
could not find a better example. The handle also has writing on it instead of a paper
label. It is hard to decipher in the blurry picture, but the writing on the handle might have
read “Official Scout Axe” in the wavy font similar to the Scout Axe of this year, but this is
speculation. This axe is advertised as weighing 3 lbs. 1 oz. It is not specified whether
this is the weight of the head by itself or the weight of the entire axe with the handle. My
guess is the head still weighed 2 ¼ lbs. by itself. The handle is advertised as 27”. As
you can see, the product number for the felling axe remained the same as the felling
axe from 30 years prior, No. 1272. I found two versions of this head, one with
“Guaranteed Plumb” and one with “Genuine Plumb.” Guaranteed would have been the
older of the two.
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1951                    

Felling Axe #4

In 1951, an advertisement was printed for a new version of the Official Felling
Axe. I don’t know the date range for this pattern since I only found one ad, but I’m
assuming late 1940’s to 1951. The Plumb logo was moved right next to the poll above
the paper label while the Fleur-De-Lis remained on the cheek. The paper label was
updated to the new Dreadnaught label. The font of the writing on the handle seems to
have changed from wavy to straight. I’m speculating it still read “Official Scout Axe.” It
still had the 27” handle and the weight was advertised as “about” 3 lbs. I’m still guessing
the head weighed 2 ¼ lbs. by itself.
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1952                     

Felling Axe

In 1952, Plumb finally brought the National pattern to the Felling Axe. The name
remained the same, but the head now had the same shape as the Super Scout with a
weight of 2 ¼ lbs. and a 26 ½” handle. The paper label appears to be very similar if not
the same as the one found below which read “Plumb National Axe” and was found on
the non-BSA national pattern axes. As you can see, the handle with the gold and black
end knob from the Super Scout made a reappearance. I am unsure if there was a
Fleur-De-Lis on this axe. Also, I’m not sure if there was writing on the handle. As you
can see, the sheath for the felling axe was slightly different from the Super Scout. It
covered just the bit with a strap to hold it on.
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Explorer                   

Explorer #1

1953
In 1953, Plumb finally changed the name of the Official Felling Axe to the Official
Explorer Axe. Everything else remained relatively the same.
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1954                     

Explorer #1

October of 1954 was the first time I found where the Explorer Axe was advertised
as weighing 2 ½ lbs. instead of 2 ¼ lbs. In 1955 it was also labeled as 2 ½ lbs. It was
changed back to 2 ¼ lbs. from 1956 through 1960. Then in 1961, there was one last
advertisement where the Explorer was described as 2 ½ lbs. It’s possible all of the 2 ½
lb. labels were typo’s or describing the weight of the entire axe with handle and not just
the head. Or, it’s also possible there is a 2 ½ lb. BSA Explorer axe out there
somewhere. I have no evidence to back up either statement. Everything else remained
the same in 1954.
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1956-1961         

Explorer #1 with Permabond

In 1956, Plumb added their permabond to the Explorer Axe. Most parts of the
axe stayed the same as years past, other than the permabonded eye. These are most
likely the years where the handle with the black and gold end knob were phased out.
They began using a standard red stained 26 ½” handle with the words “Official Scout
Axe” on the side.
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1962-1966        

Explorer #1 New Paper Label

In 1962, there were some changes made to the Explorer Axe. As with the Super
Scout, these years did not provide a whole lot of evidence to pull information from. I do
know the axe continued to have a permabonded eye. At some point the paper label on
the head changed. It still read “Plumb National Axe” but had a different look. See picture
below. The handle remained the same at 26 ½” with the words “Official Scout Axe” on
the side. Unlike the Super Scout, the beveled poll remained until around 1966.
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1967-1972                

Explorer #2

Some time after 1966, the beveled poll of the Explorer was removed to look like
the new Super Scout. The poll became square. See picture. The paper label was
changed as well to look just like the Super Scout and Scout Axe. I have very little
information on this version of the Explorer Axe. As far as I know, the head remained at 2
¼ lbs.
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1980’s                   

Explorer #3

Some time after the 1981 buyout by Cooper Tools, a new version of the Explorer
arrived. It was called the Plumb Camp Axe. It still had a 2 ¼ lb. head that was painted
black with a gold BSA logo painted on the side just like the Scout Axe of the 1980’s. The
handle was lengthened to 28” similar to a boy’s axe. The handle was red with the words
“Plumb” and “Cooper Tools” on the side. The scout axes of the 1980’s had “Made in the
USA” stickers on them as well.
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Quick Reference Guide
Scout Axe
Pattern #1

Pattern #2
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Pattern #3 Variation 1

Pattern #3 Variation 2
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Pattern #4 Variation 1

Pattern #4 Variation 2
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Pattern #5

Pattern #6
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Pattern #7 Variation 1

Pattern #7 Variation 2
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Pattern #8



Pattern #9
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Pattern #10
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Plumb  Voyageur
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TomaScout
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Super Scout
Pattern #1

Pattern #2
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Official Felling Axe
Pattern #1 No Picture
Pattern #2 No Picture
Pattern #3 Variation 1

Pattern #3 Variation 2
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Pattern #4
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Explorer
Pattern #1

Pattern #2
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Pattern #3 Don’t have a great picture
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